Entropic flows, crowding effects, and stability of asymmetric proteins.
The study of the excluded-volume effects on protein stability and reactions or the stability of colloidal suspensions is an active area of research. Using hard-disk collisional dynamics we investigate whether the presence of a crowding agent can induce a shape change from a nonspherical molecule to a spherical one. We show the averaged density profiles and velocity field of hard-disk crowders with an interior noncircular convex shape as a boundary condition. The density profile is not axially symmetric, consistent with other hard-potential experiments with asymmetry. However, more interestingly, the averaged velocity field was found to have a nonzero curl, implying a region of vorticity without a thermal gradient, advective field, or other motivating potential. To explain the occurrence of the vortices, a theoretical model is provided based on angular momentum of hard disks at contact. All these results, as well as difference in pressure along the axes, support the fact that as the packing fraction of the crowder rises, increasing force is exerted on an asymmetric molecule toward a symmetric one.